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Goal
To employ Mixed Reality (MR) as a platform for gaming in recreational 
spaces that will provide a non-threatening way for people to interact 
with digital environments while maintaining meaningful social contact 
with others in the physical world. 
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REal
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Second Life... 
a dangerous 
obsession.
-Phillidelphia Enquirer

[World of Warcraft] Fostering 
Obsessive Behavior
-indianapolis Star
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... the indissoluble double purposiveness of playing chess in absolute 
concord for the common pleasure of it and each player in chess aiming 
at nothing but defeating the other, destroying his power and foiling his 
purpose is what to me seems to exhibit in boldest outline the odd voli-
tional posture I have ventured to call the paradoxy of the Game. 
[Kolnai 1966:112]
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[T]he individual and psychological motivation for game playing is the 
presence in the player of anxieties and conflicts induced by antecedent 
child-training processes. The game is enjoyable to the player because 
it consists in a symbolic statement of these conflicts, and because in 
the course of the buffered learning that the game provides, the player 
develops confidence and competence to handle the real life situations 
toward which the original anxieties point. 
[Avedon and Sutton-Smith 1979:436]
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recreational settings
-gamES
-Play
-SPoRtS
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FAT CAT BILLIARDS

-CheSS, SCRABBLe, CheCKeRS, FOOSBALL, TABLe-TennIS, pOOL, ShuFFLeBOARD
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Sheep MeADOW, CenTRAL pARK

-FRISBee, hACKeySACK, CATCh, SOCCeR
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mixed reality
-continuum
-PREcEndEntS
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MIxeD ReALITy COnTInuuM-

SOuRCe: KOLSOuzOGLOu A. hTTp://uSeRS.nTuA.GR/AR01664/MIxeD_ReALITy/MIxeD_ReALITy.hTM
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FOxTRAx SupeR puCK (AR)

-hOCKey + COMpuTeR vISIOn + BROADCAST
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GeOCAChInG (MR)

-GpS + GOOGLe MApS
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ene-GeOMATRIx, DIORAMA TABLe (MR)
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GuLLIveR’S WORLD (MR)
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STIFF peOpLe’S LeAGue (MR)
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applications
-lEgionS of StEEl REmix
-daRtmaPS
-fiRE and icE
-augmEntRon
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AuGMenTeD TABLeTOp GAMeS

-LeGIOnS OF STeeL
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DARTMApS

-DARTS + GOOGLe MApS
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FIRe AnD ICe

-ShuFFLeBOARD + CuRLInG + ASTeROIDS
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AuGMenTROn

-GpS + MuLTIpLAyeR + CLASSIC TROn ARCADe

you are here

>emoney hit your trail +100pts
>warning!!!
you are nearing camb416’s 
trail!
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technology
-inPut (comPutER viSion)

-comPutation (tRacking)

-outPut (PRojEction)
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unIque TRACKInG MeThOD DeSIGneD

SpeCIFICALLy FOR MIxeD ReALITy
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IDenTIFICATIOn OF eLeMenTS

In ReAL SpACe
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goals
-dEvEloP a gamE dESign that REflEctS and comPlEmEntS 

intERaction in REcREational SPacES

-conduct uSER tEStS on location

-documEnt findingS and itERatE thE gamE dESign
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thank you
-quEStionS

-commEntS


